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With Photos! From the dark and bloody ground of Kentucky, to the peaceful Amish communities of Pennsylvania, to the cities and towns crisscrossing Ohio, murder and mayhem has been a part of it all. Within the pages of this latest volume in Notorious USA’s New York Times bestselling series you’ll discover how the unsuspecting succumbed to the evil that caught them by surprise, and what the authorities had to do to stop the madness. Cases include: Kentucky Sarah Hansen - A cheerleader and all-around good kid, she met a nightmarish death. Sarah Teague - A young woman is abducted from a beach and is never seen again. Margaret Seitz - A mother of five, she killed two of them and then herself. Dr. John Strange - A newlywed disposes of his bride but doesn’t know what to do with her head. James Sefchick and Danny Tetrick were drive-in killers, and no ticket-taker was safe. Jessica Thornsberry - Only 12, she went to her friend’s house for a sleepover and wound up dead. Pennsylvania Alec Kreider - He had a hunger for murder and started with his best friend’s family. Charles Carl Roberts - loving husband, father, and killer of young Amish girls. Gary Heidnik - A collector of women, and it was death to those who complained. George Sodini - He never found the love of a woman, so he made women a target for murder. Ohio Anthony and Nathaniel Cook - A murdering duo, they terrorized Toledo for years. Death of an Amish Wife - What happened to Ida Stutzman? Donald Harvey - An ordinary looking man, he earned the title: Angel of Death. Della Sutorius - She loved the book, The Bad Seed, and guided her life accordingly.
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Two amazing authors wrote a great collection of TC murders that I found pretty interesting. The information grabs your attention and you will want to continue reading on and on and on. Great cases with lots of fantastic details. Some of these people were psycho. I recommend this reading to anyone.

The cases described by the authors are very interesting, chillingly so. Unfortunately, the writing itself is mediocre at best and often rather poor. This lack of quality detracted from the reading experience.

A must read book. Very interesting short stories involving Murders taking place in Kentucky, where I grew up, involving cases I had never before heard of until reading this book. I love these short stories which give all the pertinent details. A definite must read.

I read a lot of books about true crime and unexplained disappearances. Most of the ones I have read are very poorly written with terrible grammar and punctuation and are lacking in detail about the events that occurred in each case. I expected this one to be the same, but I was desperate for something to read. This book ended up surprising me! I did notice a few grammatical errors in the book, but there weren’t nearly as many as in most others. The stories were full of details with vivid descriptions that made me feel as if I knew the people (both victim and killer). It seemed as if the authors researched the cases quite well. I was not left unfulfilled by the stories. To make them even better, the author(s) included photos at the end of each story so sometimes I got a look at the killer, the victim, the scene of the crime, etc. The stories were not too short but didn’t drone on. I was interested throughout and was sad when I reached the end of the book. I will be looking for more from this author.

I love all the creepy stories in here. Some I knew of, but most I did not. The first one about the man watching the girl through the telescope and watching her be dragged away against her will.... well, let’s just say, I’ll never sit on a deserted beach or river bank ever again! Great stories. Love the
creep-me-out factor. I'd love to read more of these authors' works.

These stories grab you. I was taken with the last one in Toledo, OH. Though it happened prior to me moving here (1996), it still made me question motives of strangers. Sometimes, truth is stranger than fiction. Well written, backed up by articles and facts, I would recommend this book to anyone.

The book was enlightening into the lives of those who chose to murder. A few of the stories I was familiar with so no real insight was gained. This book is actually what I would consider short stories about real people and real crimes. Easy fast read. Scary to think that there are still people out there with the same insane minds as those in the book.

I like true crime stories & this book has quite a few interesting cases. If you liked some of the old Ann Rule books (the ones with different cases in them, not the Stranger Beside Me) you would probably like this book.
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